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Hooray! Winter Carnival recess! 
Statues! Broomball! NO CLASS!

Wednesday, February 9, 2011

First you take a drink, then the 
drink takes a drink, then the 
drink takes you.  ~Francis Scott 
Key Fitzgerald

...see Boxers or Briefs? on back

ARNY

However, when the Tree went up, it 
simply leaned at an absurd angle while 
volunteers set up massive fans, the force 
of which ended up blowing away half 
the audience.  

When asked about the victory, the EERC 
Tree had this to say: “…….”   Honestly, I 
think that sums up how this glorious tree 
was able to secure the win and bragging 
rights over all of Tech for another winter.

Mineshaft Mayhem

Reports are scattered, but it appears that 
some idiot invited the Michigan Tech Pep 
Band to the Mineshaft restaurant early on 
Superbowl Sunday.  In a further act of 
lunacy, someone also invited multiple 
members of the Houghton and Hancock 
high schools for some sort of “com-
petition.”  Due to there being teachers 
and parents in attendance, the original 
events of underclassmen beer pong, 
Strip DDR, and “breaking everything in 
sight because we have rich parents 
that spoil us way too much so we have 
to take out our aggression on people 
we don’t know” competitions were 
canceled and replaced with bowling, a 
one-man pizza eating contest, and Quiz 
Bowl.  The band valiantly attempted to 

C
Winter Carnival Queen Announced!

In a stunning turn of events, the name 
of this year’s Winter Carnival was an-
nounced today.  Although there were 
many gorgeous women vying for the 
title, a write-in candidate overwhelmed 
them all to pull out the victory.  All hail 
the 2011 Winter Carnival Queen:  The 
EERC Tree.  

Now, the EERC Tree has won in the 
past (multiple times), so this normally 
wouldn’t have been such a surprise. 
However, since the administration cut 
it down last August, many felt the fine 
old pine wouldn’t be running this year.  
That didn’t stop it though, as the zom-
bified remains posthumously won in a 
landslide, getting more votes than the 
all the generically good-looking female 
candidates combined.  

In the eveningwear competition, the 
EERC Tree dazzled with its bark and 
needle dress. The judges were so 
amazed, they missed two of the sorority 
girls taking their tops off to get attention.  
“Hey, we’re over HEEEEEEERE people!”

In the talent portion, there was singing, 
some dancing, even a puppet show.  

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like going to class today!
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By Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks ~ Daily Bull

What is it with kids these days? 
What with the crime, drugs, 
promiscuity… it is just out of 
hand! We used to call it grow-
ing up but now everything has 
a name. Fat is obese, whore is 
sexually addicted, someone 
who occasionally drinks too 
much all the time is an alcohol-
ic. The fuck? Can’t everyone 
just learn some moderation?  

Hell, I remember going to high 
school. I worked a full time 
job at night with a small crew 
cleaning a factory. After work 
we would drink until I had to 
go to school. In college I really 
had a good time but I learned 
a lot. It wasn’t until I left col-
lege and entered the work-
ing world that I learned the 
wonders of “having a drink to 
unwind after work and at the 
dinner table and again after 
dinner and then with dessert 
and then while watching TV 
and then during the commer-
cial break before the evening 
news and then during the eve-
ning news (markets are down) 

You Kids And 
Your Newfangled 

Alcoholism

News in Briefs: Around Town This Week The Steaming Pile
Straight From You-Know-Where!

Excuse me, sir - what’s in the Nalgene?

...see DURNK! on back

By Ol’ Man Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Mega Milk
Vanilla Ice

Lube
Bees

Beef Tips
Warm Apple Pie
Pure Espresso

Sex in the Snow
Blood of the Innocent

The Devil’s Piss
Coitus Juice

Hot Chocolate n’ Mint 
Schnapps

WATER DUH
Straight Moonshine

Battery Acid
Camel Spit

Snow Cow Milk
Dr Pepper Cherry

Ambrosia 
Bong Water
Beef Broth

Herpes 
Silly Putty

Pizza
Chocolate Milkshake

Baking Soda & 
Vinegar

Booty Sweat
Worms

Gum Disease
Pixie Shits

High Fructose Corn 
Syrup

Warm Sake
Yak Tears
Fish Oil
Roofies

Mannana and Raw-
berry

Brawndo
Fuckin’ Skanks 
 Jaeger Bombs
Liquid Nitrogen

Simon Mused
Anti-freeze

Another Nalgene

Pirahna solution
An MIP

Cheddar fondue
Bacon strips

The Philospher’s 
Stone

Communion wine
Four Loko
SCIENCE



Sunshine’s Searcher: 
Pages That Could Unfold

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for 
buying our own damn printer that this publication 
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dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper 
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Alec ‘Pickaxe 
Blonde’ Hamer

BREAD WINNER
Simon ‘Widow-
maker’ Mused

SCRIBE
Stephen ‘Red 

Jacket’ Whittaker

distract and annoy the high schoolers, 
leading to the point of middle fingers, 
curses, and general anger from the 
entire group.

The bowling was a complete disas-
ter, with the high schoolers more 
focused on texting and making out 
than actually bowling. Some of 
them even attempted to break the 
bowling balls by throwing them at 
walls and other hard places. The 
pizza eating was even worse, with 
a one-on-one between a skinny kid 
and the stereotypical “I’m fat so I can 
eat a lot more” kid.  Although fatty’s 
friends were yelling and taunting him 
to puke, he managed to finish off an 
entire Mineshaft pizza.  With friends 

ANIMAL FARM
ARTEMIS FOWL

The Hound of the 
BASKERVILLES

The BIBLE
The BOXCAR CHILDREN
CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS

CATCH-22
CAT IN THE HAT

CLIFFORD the big red dog
The DARK TOWER

DISCWORLD
DON QUIXOTE

DRACULA
DUNE

ERAGON
FIGHT CLUB

FRANKENSTEIN
The GOLDEN COMPASS

GOOSEBUMPS
GREEN EGGS and ham

HAMLET
HARDY BOYS

HARRY POTTER
HUNGER GAMES

The ILLIAD
Dante’s INFERNO

The INVISIBLE MAN
JAMES BOND

The JUNGLE BOOK
JURASSIC PARK

KORAN
20000 LEAGUES under 

the sea
LEFT BEHIND

LORD OF THE FLIES
LORD OF THE RINGS

MOBY DICK
3 MUSKETEERS

NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR
PERN

PETER PAN
REDWALL

ROBIN HOOD
Sisterhood of the TRAVEL-

ING pants
TREASURE ISLAND

TWILIGHT
A series of UNFORTUNATE 

events
V FOR VENDETTA

WAR OF THE WORLDS
WATCHMEN

WHEEL OF TIME
WHITE FANG

WINNIE THE POOH
WIZARD OF OZ

Alice in WONDERLAND

For rules and entry instructions, visit the Digital Studio, room 243 or www.mtu.edu/libraryVan Pelt and Opie Library Digital Studio Lab Winter Carnival Photo Conte
st

Your photo could be the next big thing at the library...
       and at the Digital Studio, we don’t mess around when
          we say big...

WE MEAN REALLY BIG...

LIKE THIS BIG!
Seriously, we’ll actually print the winner’s photo this big, matte it, frame it, and 
     display it prominently in the library, and give them a print of their poster and a
          16 GB iPod nano to take home,two runners up will receive an MTU blanket,
               and a print of their poster, and three honorable mentions will receive a 
                    poster print of their choice. Also, all submissions will be added
                         to the University Archives for posterity. 

If you like that thought you should probably
    enter the �rst annual...

“I found this today in the Archives of the Library.  
It is a poem printed by the Keweenaw print shop, hidden away in a miscellaneous 

folder. From what I can tell, it’s most likely 50-100 years old.”
- From Sender-inner Andrew Starck

The Daily Bull encourages you all to read this passage over again sometime later 
in the night. It’ll be even funnier when you’re loopy and delerious from too much 
“statue building” and eating deep-friend Twinkies. Happy all-nighter, Michigan 
Tech! Don’t do anything Bullhead.gif wouldn’t do! If you see a Bull staffer around, 
be sure to say hi and give them an EPIC HIGH FIVE. 

like that, who needs the other team 
taunting, eh? The last competition 
was a Quiz Bowl style questionnaire.  
Final score?  0-0, as both teams kind 
of wandered off because the ques-
tions were “too hard.”

The pep band at least had some 
fun, deafening the patrons, eating 
delicious foods, and watching Grant 
Cox utterly destroy all comers in DDR.  
The man single-handedly cleaned 
out three different game machines of 
their tickets while all the high school 
girls ogled him; the man is a “Sexy 
A.S.S.” after all.  After finishing off all 
the available food (and some of the 
booze), the pep band disappeared, 
at least until Winter Carnival, where 
the 0-22-2 (last 24 games) Hockey 
Huskies arrive back into town to 
defend their honor.

and then before bed”. It’s a rather easy existence to maintain; everyone you love 
learns not to fuck with you cause you work hard and this glass won’t fill itself. 

So if my generation didn’t suffer from alcoholism what should we do about this 
one? Simple answer: go back to the way things were, when we didn’t talk about 
anything until much too much time had passed to make a difference anyway. THAT 
was progress. Yeah that was it! Just ignore it until it goes away.  Is there an easier 
solution than that?


